Introduction
Automated planning can be posed as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and subsequently solved using CSP techniques (e.g. (Do and Kambhampati 2000) , (Vidal and Geffner 2006) , (Banerjee 2009)) . Automated scheduling also makes extensive use of constraint satisfaction techniques (e.g. (Laborie 2003) ). As planning problems become more complex, it is increasingly useful to integrate complex constraints on time and resources into planning models, and therefore use complex constraint reasoning approaches to help solve the resulting planning problems (Jónsson and Frank 2000) , (Frank and Jónsson 2003) , (Ghallab and Laurelle 1994) . Similarly, many planning problems are optimization problems; one variation includes plan quality measured by the set of satisfiable goals (van den Briel et al. 2004) . As an intermediate step between satisficing and optimization problems, a problem instance may be modified by the addition or subtraction not only of goals, but the changing, or waiving, of some constraints. These incremental modifications of the problem often takes place in a 'mixedinitiative' setting, where human planners use automation to solve problems, e.g. (Bresina et al. 2005) . During the search process, a plan can be translated into an underlying CSP, on which reasoning (propagation and heuristics computations) are performed. The CSP may be modified by the addition or subtraction of variables, domain values, and constraints. In order to support planning, the underlying CSP machinery must be modified to support dynamic constraint satisfaction (DCSP). Previous formalisms for dynamic constraint satisfaction have been developed to support automated planners. However, these formalisms are unsatisfactory for several reasons, as described below.
We propose a new formal criteria to classify dynamic constraint satisfaction transformations, and identify a minimum set of transformations from which all other transformations can be constructed. This criteria can be used to evaluate elementary transformations of a CSP as well as sequences of transformations. We extend the new formalism to include optimization problems, leading to a novel integration of dynamic constraint satisfaction and partial constraint satisfaction. We show how these transformations can inform the evolution of planning models, automated planning algorithms, and mixed initiative planning. The resulting set of simple transformations allows analysis of every modification of CSPs, with and without optimization criteria.
Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction
In this section we briefly review the Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP).
The DCSP was originally formalized by (Dechter 1988) . In this formalism, all variables have identical domains, and the set of constraints and variables is allowed to vary over time, thereby creating a sequence of problems. The focus in this work was on maintaining one or a set of solutions as the problem is changed. In this formalism, the notion of restrictions and relaxations is directly associated with specific changes to the CSP. Adding variables and constraints are termed restrictions, and removing variables and constraints are termed relaxations.
A restricted variation of the DCSP was introduced by (Mittal and Falkenhainer 1990) . In this formalization the set of variables and constraints is fixed, but the set of constraints limiting the solutions are activated by variable assignments, i.e. all of the variables in the scope of a constraint must be activated for the constraint to apply. The set of active variables (those that must be assigned) can be a function of other variables' values. There is also a minimum subset condition to ensure no 'extra' variables are assigned. Thus, the prob-lem does not change via some external entity adding variable and constraints, but the act of solving 'activates' variables and constraints.
An extension to (Mittal and Falkenhainer 1990 ) was introduced by (Soininen, Gelle, and Niemelä 1999) to allow disjunctive activity constraints (satisfaction of activity constraints implies some subset of variables must be assigned), include 'null' variable assignment, and change the definition of solution (fixed point / closure instead of minimum subset) to reduce computational complexity.
The Disjunctive Temporal Network introduced by (Tsamardinos and Pollack 2003) is similar to the DCSP of (Mittal and Falkenhainer 1990) . Here the focus is on a discrete choice of which temporal constraint to apply to a pair of temporal variables.
An extension to the DCSP to support automated planning was introduced by (Jónsson and Frank 2000) In addition to adding or removing variables and restricting or relaxing constraints, new values for existing variables may be added, or values of variables can be removed from the domains permanently. Adding new constraints and changing the scope of constraints was not considered. This approach is elaborated on in (Frank, Jónsson, and Morris 2000) .
We shall now describe some limitations with the current formalisms for DCSPs.
Previously, changes to CSPs were simply labeled restrictions (or relaxations) with no formal criteria to determine which is which. Consider adding a variable without constraints to a CSP. Compared to the previous CSP (without the new variable), a decision is now required in the new CSP where no decision was required before. The resulting transformation is labeled a restriction. However, the label is somewhat unintuitive; a variable with no constraints does not strike one as obviously restrictive. Further, adding a new variable X with domain size ≥ 2 increases the number of assignments and the number of solutions but not the percentage of assignments that are solutions. In fact, the percentage of assignments that are solutions is left unchanged. That is because the new variable's values are unconstrained and therefore increase both the number of assignments and the number of solutions by the same constant factor (namely |d(X)|). This means classes of change to a CSP should be more carefully evaluated with respect to a formal criteria.
The formalisms of DCSPs have not been extended to problems with costs and quality bounds. How is a problem of satisfiability transformed into such a problem? Does introducing optimization restrict or relax the problem? Finally, suppose the problem is an optimization problem, and initially solutions below some cost are demanded. Over time, the cost bound is found to be too low, and the problem is changed by either increasing the cost bound, or by reducing (or eliminating) the cost of assignments associated with some constraints. Intuitively, making the cost bound higher might seem like a relaxation. Similarly, making some solutions have higher cost might seem like a restriction. If we are in an optimal setting with a cost bound defining the set of feasible solutions, then increasing the bound will increase the number of solutions, and decreasing cost will only reduce the number of solutions. However, if you reduce how good one or more solutions are, but preserve the set of solutions, is this a restriction or relaxation? If the set of all optimal solutions' costs are reduced, the set of solutions of the next lowest level of quality could be larger or smaller.
A recent line of research known as Model-Lite Planning (S.Kambhampati 2007) contemplates early-stage models for criticism as opposed to planning. A formalism such as the one proposed here could be used for such a purpose. Suppose new constraints are added to some activity as part of the modeling process. Is the change a restriction or relaxation? Is it easy to tell immediately? If the change is not obvious, or perhaps even if it is, informing the modeler of the consequences of such a change at modeling time may be valuable. As just one example, consider transforming a problem in which constraints cannot be waived into one where they can. This is a significant transformation; a new variable must be introduced, the scope of the waivable constraint must be changed, and the relations in the constraint extended. In (Frank and Jónsson 2003 ) such a change is not considered; while adding constraints was concieved of in (Dechter 1988) , a change of scope was not, and must be synthesized from other primitives in the other formalisms. What is the ultimate impact of such a transformation?
Constraint Satisfaction Problems
Definition 1 Let X 1 ...X n be a set of variables. The domain of variable X i is denoted d(X i ). Let x ij ∈ d(X i ) be a value.
Definition 2 A Constraint C j is a tuple S j , R j . The scope S j of the constraint is a set of variables X j1 ...X j k . The relation
is a list of tuples r j h defining the allowed combinations of values to the variables in the scope of the constraint.
Definition 3 A Constraint Satisfaction Problem or CSP P is a set of variables X 1 ...X n with domains d(X 1 )...d(X n ) and a set of constraints C 1 ...C m . The projection of an assignment x ∈ d(X 1 ) × ... × d(X n ) onto a set of variables X , denoted π(x, X ), is the value of each variable in X . An assignment is a solution if its projection onto the scope of each constraint C i is in the relation R i , that is, if ∀C i π(x, S i ) ∈ R i .
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume CSPs are all finite discrete domain.
Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems: A New Formalism
Definition 4 A transformation τ is a function that maps a CSP P i to a CSP P j denoted P i τ − → P j . Let n be the number of variables in P i . Let m be the number of constraints in 4. Remove a value x ij from d(X i ) s.t. ∀C k , X i ∈ S k . Denote this transformation d−. 5. Add a unique tuple r jc j +1 to R j Denote this transformation r+. 6. Remove a tuple r j h from R j . Denote this transformation r−. 7. Add C m+1 with S m+1 = X m+11 ...X m+1 k and relation
These transformations are shown graphically in Figure 1 .
Definition 5 Let L(P) be the number of solutions to P. The fraction of solutions denoted L p (P) is then
Definition 6 Let τ be a transformation from P i τ − → P j . A relaxation increases the fraction of solutions, i.e. L p (P i ) < L p (P j ); a restriction decreases the fraction of solutions, i.e. L p (P i ) > L p (P j ). A neutral transformation is neither a restriction or a relaxation.
Unlike previous theories of transformations on DCSPs, the classes transformations on PCSPs cannot all be classified as restrictions, relaxations, or neutral:
Theorem 1 There are classes of transformations that are restrictions, relaxations, and neutral. Furthermore, for a DCSP P i , there are classes of transformations that can be either restrictions or neutral, and there are classes of transformations that can be relaxations or neutral.
The proof employs straightforward analysis of each class of transformation: 1. Since |d(X n+1 )| = 1, L(P j ) = (L(P i ))(|d(X n+1 )|) = L(P i ). Similarly, ( n i=1 |d(X i )|)(|d(X n+1 )|) = n i=1 |d(X i )|. Adding a variable with a single value but not adding this value to any relations leaves the number of assignments and solutions unchanged, so the fraction of solutions is unchanged. 2. Removing a variable with a single value that participates in no constraints leaves the number of assignments and solutions unchanged, so the fraction of solutions is unchanged. 3. Adding a value to a variable but leaving the relations unchanged increases the number of assignments and the number of solutions by the same factor, leaving the percentage of solutions unchanged. Let d+ change d(X n ) w.l.o.g. (simplifies notation for the computation). Note
which means
|d(X i )|)(|d(X n )|) |d(X n )| + 1 |d(X n )| Next, recall values can only be added to variables not in the scope of any constraint. So rewrite L(P i ) = (L(Q i ))(|d(X n )|). Now
Finally,
.
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4. Removing a value from a variable domain leaves the fraction of solutions unchanged as argued above.
5. Adding a tuple to a relation may not increase the number of solutions, as the tuple may be excluded by other relations. However, adding a unique tuple to a relation cannot decrease the number of solutions. The number of assignments does not change, so the fraction of solutions cannot decrease.
6. Removing a unique tuple from a relation cannot increase the number of solutions. The number of assignments does not change, so the fraction of solutions cannot increase.
7. Adding a constraint with the relation consisting of all assignments to the variables in the scope leaves the fraction of solutions unchanged.
8. Removing a constraint whose relation consists of all assignments to the variables in the scope leaves the fraction of solutions unchanged.
Definitions 5 and 6 and can now be used to classify a single transformation, and also to evaluate a sequence of transformations.
As an aside, the rule on the addition of variables with one value in the domain and the removal of variables with one value in the domain ensure the calculation of the number of assignments and solutions remains well-formed (i.e. no multiplications by zero for the number of assignments!) The addition and removal of constraints with no tuples in the relation has similar technical restrictions. The rule on changing domains of variables involved in no constraints ensures the CSP remains well-formed; removing a value of a variable requires removing all relations involving the value, which is cumbersome.
Let us compare this set of transformations and their classification as restrictions and relaxations to previous definitions of restrictions and relaxations. First, we have a principled definition of restriction and relaxation in terms of the fraction of assignments that solve the transformed CSP. As mentioned, this definition applies to both single transformations and sequences of transformations. Next, we have finergrained and more precisely characterized transformations than those identified previously. We see that transformations need not be restrictions or relaxations, and that some transformations previously identified as restrictions are, in fact, not necessarily characterized this way in the new classification. For example, adding a variable is considered a restriction in (Dechter 1988) but is neither a restriction nor a relaxation according to the new classification.
Theorem 1 holds regardless of whether the definition of restriction or relaxation uses the number or fraction of solutions. This is summarized by the table below. Recall from defintion 5 that L(P) is the number of solutions, and L p (P) is the fraction of solutions. In the table below we denote the number of assignments n i=1 |d(X i )| by A.
The table shows that only a small number of transformations actually change the set of solutions in a meaningful way. Consider the transformation τ = d+ (i.e. adds values to d(X i )). Since X− i can't be involved in any constraints, no relations in existing constraints are modified, and no constraints are added, all of the new values participate in solutions to P j . However, every solution to P i is a solution to P j . In a sense, the transformation is trivial, in that little work is required to keep up with this 'restriction'. Similarly, the transformation d− (removing a value) is not in any relations, reduces the number of assignments, and the solutions are reduced by the same fraction. The only non-trivial transformations are those in which the set of tuples in an existing relation are modified.
It is possible to synthesize the previously defined restrictions and relaxations from a sequence of these new, primitive transformations. For instance, adding a variable X n+1 with domain size d n+1 takes d n+1 transformations: one addition of the variable with domain size 1, followed by d n+1 − 1 additions of values to the domain. The overall effect of the sequence is neutral, since each transformation d+ is neutral, and the variable addition is neutral. Next, consider changing the relation R j of constraint
This restriction can be done by a sequence of transforms r−, r+. By ordering the adding of values and the changing of the relation, an existing constraint can be arbitrarily modified as proposed in (Jónsson and Frank 2000) . Finally, adding new variables and an arbitrary number of constraints on these variables is accomplished by first adding the variables, then filling out their domains, then adding the trivial constraints with all elements of the relation allowed, and finally removing the invalid combinations from each relation. Such complex transformations could be relaxations, restrictions, or neither, depending on the ultimate modification of the relation.
In addition, a variety of new 'macro-transformations' can be defined. For instance, consider changing a constraint C k to C ′ k such that the scope of the constraint S k is changed to S ′ k . Assume all of the variables added to the new scope are already present in the CSP. A succession of transformations on the relation r+ must be performed to make C j the trivial relation on the old scope. Then C j can be removed. Next, the trivial relation C ′ j is added on the correct scope. Finally, a series of transformations r− are performed to eliminate the invalid tuples. The resulting sequence can be either a restriction or relaxation, depending on the new relation.
We provide a specific example in figure 2 of adding a variable to the scope of a constraint to support waiving the orig- inal constraint. In this figure some of the transformations have been combined for brevity. This transformation is contrasted to the transformation of simply removing a constraint from the variables.
Planning Using DCSPs
In this section we describe how this formalization of DCSPs can be used during planning. As described in the introduction, some planners use a DCSP framework during search. We consider whether this new DCSP formalization should lead to revisiting the design of those frameworks. In addition, we describe how the DCSP formalism can be used to assist in the modeling process.
During Search
Generally, each time a new action is added, there are one or more variables to represent the choices of how the action is added to the plan. For instance, there could be a single variable for each action; the values indicate whether it is added to the plan or not. There could be a variable for the next action in a sequential plan, whose domain consists of all actions whose preconditions are satisfied. In a partial order setting, or when planning with resources, action ordering may require more variables. Determining whether the resulting problem is a restriction or relaxation of the previous problem requires analyzing the constraints on those new variables.
We saw previously how to transform constraints to make them waivable as shown in Figure 2 (top). Suppose instead we constructed a planner to remove violated constraints detected during search as shown in Figure 2 (bottom). Removing the constraint from the CSP requires a series of r+ transformations to make the constraint trivially satisfiable, then removing it using the C− transformation. When considered in isolation, the result is a net relaxation, as expected. However, the new tuples may not actually increase the number of solutions when considered in light of the rest of the constraints.
Recall that a Simple Temporal Constraint has the form a
What happens if a new assignment X k = x k is made in a Disjunctive Temporal Network (DTN) during search after determining that the previous value y k resulted in a temporal constraint violation? One approach is to have the planner maintains the mapping between discrete values of the variable X k and a Simple Temporal Network (STN) by transforms C+, C− executed during search. When a violation is detected during search, the violated Simple Temporal Constraint is removed, as described in Figure 2 (bottom), then the new constraint is added.
The transformations are defined in such a way that the CSP resulting after any transformation is well-formed. That is, the resulting CSP has no unusual constructions like a relation with no tuples in it between variables that are supposed to have solutions, or tuples with values for variables not in the scope of the constraints. Thus, after any transform, any form of propagation can be performed, and the results are correct (assuming no further transforms are performed). The difficulty, of course, is that more transforms will take place. Either these transforms are the results of some known operation, e.g. as part of adding an action to a plan during search, or the transforms are possible but not yet known, e.g. some new action could be added afterwards, because the search for a plan is not yet complete. One potential value of propagation is to determine infeasability early, e.g. during construction of the plan graph level, to avoid needless work. A second alternative is to inform heuristics to make smarter decisions during search. Whether it is worthwhile to propagate 'eagerly' or 'lazily' remains an open question.
During Modeling
To analyze the consequences of changing actions in a planning problem model, we restrict ourselves to STRIPS models. We use the common STRIPS assumption that action preconditions are all positive, and we do not consider domain axioms. We describe the analysis in the context of Graphplan (Blum and Furst 1995) , both for simplicity and because the plan graph can be transformed into a CSP, as described earlier (Do and Kambhampati 2000) . Recall in this transformation that 1) variables are the propositions that hold or do not hold at levels of the plangraph; 2) ⊥ is used to represent false propositions; and 3) the values of variables are the actions that establish propositions. Figure 3: Adding a new positive effect. Arrows show support of actions by propositions, and also how actions lead to positive effects. Dotted lines show mutual exclusions (both action and proposition). Prior to adding positive effect p 1 to a 2 , there is no plan with a 3 to reach p 5 from the initial state p 1 , p 2 . After adding the effect, it is now possible to add action a 3 with effect p 5 at Level 2 of the plan graph. The new positive effect and a 3 are shown in bold above. The mutual exclusions between propositions or actions at Level 2 are removed, and hence are also shown in bold.
or effects are more than neutral transformations; while they add variables whose values are the existing actions, there are associated constraints that must be added as well. Similarly, adding an action is also more than a neutral transformation, adding values to the domains of the existing (state) variables.
To find out more, we must do some additional analysis. First, consider adding a precondition p to an action a i . For every action a j such that ¬p ∈ eff(a j ), we add a static mutex constraint between the action variables. This results in a restriction, since it is a constraint in the plan graph and thus in the DCSP. It is accomplished by C+ followed by a succession of r− transformations. If p is a new proposition, new variables and constraints are added at every level of the plan graph. This is accomplished by X+, followed by a succession of C+ and r− transformations. Finally, the mutual exclusions between actions may propagate and lead to other mutual exclusions, leading to more C+ and r− transformations. So on balance, any precondition addition cannot be a net relaxation, and thus removing preconditions cannot be a net restriction. Figure 4: Adding a new positive effect; Level 1 of the plangraph. Prior to adding the positive effect p 1 to a 2 , it is not possible to achieve p 1 and p 4 at the same time in level 1 (a). The figure shows the CSP for the variables representing p 1 and p 4 at level 1 of the plangraph, and p 1 and p 3 at level 0 of the plangraph (b). Adding the effect adds a 2 to the domain of p 1 at level 1, leads to elimination of the static mutual exclusion between p 1 and p 4 at level 1, and modifies the constraints whose scope contains p 1 (c).
When adding effects, if p is a new proposition, new variables and constraints are added at every level of the plan graph. This is accomplished by X+, followed by a succession of C+ and r− Adding a negative effect ¬p ∈ eff(a i ) introduces a static mutex with every action for which p ∈ eff(a j ). This is accomplished by C+ followed by a succession of r− transformations. Adding a negative effect also introduces static mutexes with every action such that p ∈ pre(a k ), which is also C+ followed by a succession of r− transformations. Again, adding a negative effect cannot be a net relaxation.
Adding a positive effect p ∈ eff(a i ) introduces a static mutex with every action such that ¬p ∈ eff(a j ). Once again, this is a transformation C+ followed by a succession of r− transformations, and cannot be a net relaxation. If p could have been added by some action a j at this level of the plangraph, then adding the effect to a i relaxes the constraints on p. The value representing a i will be added to the domain of the variable p. This is accomplished by a d+ transformation. Recall the variable could be in the scope of one or more constraints; in our formalism, this would requite a complex series of r+ and a C− transformation prior to the d+ transformation. The value also is added to one or more tuples of the existing constraints, using the r+ transformation. If, however, 1) p was not present in the initial state and 2) no action could have added p to a level of the plangraph where a i could be executed, then a new variable is added to the plangraph at this level. The new variable has one action, a i , that adds it. This action may be mutex with other actions, and hence p may be mutex with other propositions at this level. This is accomplished via the X+ transformation, possibly followed by C+ and r− transformations if there are mutexes present. Finally, if ¬p ∈ ef f (a j ) earlier in the plan graph, a fact mutex could be deleted by adding p as an effect, thereby relaxing some constraints. So adding positive effects is potentially a restriction, a relaxation, or a neutral transformation.
Figures 3 and 4 show the plan graph and resulting changes to the CSPs when adding a positive effect to one action. A summary of the changes to the model in terms of restrictions and relaxations is shown in the table below. Unless otherwise stated, propositions in the change and context are at the first level of the plan graph where action a i appears. (The inverse model changes are also permitted with the reverse transformations.)
p ∈ eff(aj) d+, r+, r− New establisher of p p ∈ eff(ai) ¬p earlier level r+, C− Delete fact mutex
Extending DCSPs to Optimization Problems
We now show how to extend the notion of DCSPs to optimization problems; more precisely, we address problems in which assignments have costs, and there is a cost bound defining the set of feasible solutions. We choose the Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problems (PCSP) formalism to extend the analysis of dynamic constraint satisfaction PCSPs were originally defined by (Freuder and Wallace 1992) . While more modern formalisms (such as constraints over semirings) have more expressive power and more sophisticated theoretical grounding, we will develop the theory of DCSPs using PCSPs for simplicity.
The scope S j of the constraint is a set of variables
Definition 8 A Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problem or PCSP P is a set of variables X 1 ...X n and domains d(X 1 )...d(X n ) and a set of partial constraints C 1 ...C m and a real number B. A solution is an assignment x such that
We will refer to f as the cost of a tuple, since solutions must have a cumulative value below B. This definition allows the cost function of PCSPs with partially defined relations (i.e. f defined on a subset of d(X j1 ) × ... × d(X j k )) to be well-defined; specifically, an assignment x with a projection π(x, S j ) not equal to any r j h contributes nothing to the cost of the assignment.
Changing a PCSP requires several new transformations. First, we must be able to change the cost of any tuple:
Definition 9
Denote the transformation that increases the value of tuple r j h in C j by f +. Denote the transformation that decreases the value of tuple r j h in C j by f −.
It also requires revising the definitions of some of the other transformations introduced previously. Strictly speaking, adding and removing constraints and tuples from relations are different for CSPs and PCSPs. In order to avoid confusion we assign new denotations for these transformations:
Definition 10
Denote the transformation that adds C m+1 with S m+1 = X m+11 ...X m+1 k and relation R m+1 = ∅ by B+. Denote the transformation that removes C j with S j = X j1 ...X j k and relation R j = ∅ by B+. Denote the transformation that adds a tuple r j h to R j with f (r j h ) = 0 by s+. Denote the transformation that removes a tuple r j h from R j with f (r j h ) = 0 by s−.
The transformations X+, X−, d+, d− are identical to their DCSP counterparts.
We now are in a position to show how a CSP P i can be transformed into a PCSP P j . Doing so requires transforming C j , or more specifically,
. Let x be a satisfying assignment to P i . Then π(x, S i ) ∈ R ′ j , and therefore contributes zero to the sum, rj h |∃Cj π(x,Sj )=rj h f (r j h ) by definition. The sum is therefore below the bound 1. Any other assignment has a sum of at least 1 and therefore does not satisfy the inequality. We can then replace R j with R ′ j as the relation for C j in the new PCSP. The transformed problem P j is the MAX-CSP (Wallace 1996), which is a sub-class of PCSP. We call this new transformation v+. Similarly, we can define its inverse transformation v− which can only be performed if, ∀C j ∀r j h ∈ C j , f (r j h ) = 0 or f (r j h ) = 1 and B = 1. These transformations are neither a restriction nor a relaxation in the sense that all satisfying assignments continue to satisfy. The transformation is polynomial time, or to put it another way, it is exponential in s = max j∈C |S j | (maximum arity of any relation). Note the transformation 'inverts' the set of tuples in the relations, since we add the tuples that will exceed the cost bound and therefore 'violate' the constraints. There are some equivalences between f +, f − on a PCSP and r+, r− transforms on the CSP from which it is derived. For instance, if f (r j h ) < 1 and B = 1, and after a f + transform f ′ (r j h ) > 1, this is equivalent to r− on the CSP variant, in which r j h is removed from R j . The equivalence is imperfect, in the sense that we should not allow r+, r− transforms on a PCSP, because the sum of costs becomes undefined for some assignments. Similarly, the transforms f +, f − are not allowed on a DCSP since f is undefined for all tuples in all constraints. However, these transformations are equivalent in the sense that they preserve solutions between a CSP and its PCSP. 
Let
Finally, consider a transformation to increase or decrease B. This transformation arises naturally in branch-and-bound search, and may also arise during modeling. Is this equivalent to a series of transformations +f, −f ? Trivially, the answer is no. Making a single change +f, −f can introduce a small change to the solutions that is impossible to mimic with a change to B, as shown in Figure 5 .
By contrast, can changes to the solutions due to changes to B be accomplished by a set of changes +f, −f ? The trivial answer is yes. 
Recall the criteria for x to be a solution to a PCSP is
If we transform B to B + b to admit more solutions, we could alternatively scale each f (r j h ) by a factor of B B+b . To show the solutions satisfy the old bound: The same argument holds for assignments that are not solutions, and if we reduce B. Notice also that the ranking of optimal solutions is also preserved.
While transforming the bounds can, in fact, be simulated by transformations f +, f −, the fact that the required transformations impact every tuple in every constraint makes for a somewhat indiscriminate transformation. This justifies the inclusion of more concise bounds changes in our list of transformations.
Definition 12
Denote the transformation that raises the bound by b+. Denote this transformation that lowers the bound by b−.
In figure 6 we show the transformations from CSPs to PCSPs, and between PCSPs. Increasing the cost of a tuple f + or decreasing the bound b− may not decrease the number of solutions or fraction of solutions, but it cannot increase the number or fraction of solutions. Vice versa, decreasing the cost of a tuple f − or increasing the bound b+ may not increase the number of solutions or fraction of solutions, but it cannot decrease the number or fraction of solutions.
Analyzing Optimal Planning and Scheduling
We now briefly discuss optimal planning and scheduling using this new formalism. We will discuss how to transform a model that does not include optimization into a model that does include optimization. We will not spend time on the changing of an optimization problem during search. Transforming a problem into an optimization problem directly can be done in numerous ways. When few or no solutions are available, a problem is often transformed from a satisfiability problem into an optimization problem. Typical optimization criteria for planning include minimizing plan steps, minimizing makespan for concurrent plans, and maximizing the number or value of goals achieved. The first transformation is neutral, after which either some bounds adjustments or cost adjustments are required. Most of the time, these transformations will introduce new solutions, and therefore be relaxations. Global optimization criteria like minimizing makespan may be difficult to represent explicitly as functions on the value assignments of small numbers of variables.
As mentioned above, an intermediate model change is to allow waiving some or all of the constraints. Allowing the waiving of constraints, however, introduces interesting problems. If all constraints can be waived then there are trivial solutions. Optimization criteria like minimizing the number of waived constraints are needed to prevent the introduction of trivial solutions.
Similarly, there are interesting philosophical differences in how constraints can be waived. Making the variables explicit lets the search algorithm handle it. As in Mapgen and Ensemble, the human can handle it. However, the number of variables goes up as does the representation in the constraints. Letting constraints be removed and added is already required for planners (e.g. IxTeT and EUROPA).
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present a new classification of dynamic constraint satisfaction transformations based on a quantifiable criteria: the change in the fraction of solutions ∆L p (P). We have broken down the transformations of DCSPs into a set of elementary transformations. The new criteria can be used to evaluate elementary transformations of a CSP as well as sequences of transformations. We identify a minimum set of transformations from which all other transformations can be constructed. We extend the notion of transformations to include optimization problems. The resulting transformations are shown to consist of restrictions, relaxations, and neutral transformations that neither restrict nor relax a problem. For optimization problems, classes of transformations may contain more than one type of transformation. We identify a complete set of transformations that can transform a problem from a satisficing problem to an optimization problem, or back. We show how these transformations can inform the evolution of planning models, automated planning algorithms, and mixed initiative planning.
The analysis of transformations of planning problems using the new framework contains few real surprises. The most complex transformation, adding or subtracting from the sat-isfying tuples in a relation, have the most impact on the solutions, but are the hardest to analyze. The most interesting question from the point of view of computational complexity is whether or not deconstructing a transformation into its primitive parts helps 'eager' propagation. Unfortunately there are no easy answers to this question.
From the point of view of modeling, the potential use of this new framework is to analyze proposed model changes. How would such information be provided to a modeler? What can modelers do with this information when it is provided? Consider, for instance, integrating a simple report on the consequences of adding or removing conditions and effects to a tool such as itSimple (Vaquero et al. 2007) 
Abstract
The increasing demand of maritime transport and the great competition among port terminals force their managers to reduce costs by exploiting its resources accurately. In this environment, the Berth Allocation Problem, which aims to allocate and schedule incoming vessels along the quay, plays a relevant role in improving the overall terminal productivity. In order to address this problem, we propose Decentralized Cooperative Metaheuristic (DCM), which is a population-based approach that exploits the concepts of communication and grouping. In DCM, the individuals are organized into groups, where each member shares information with its group partners. This grouping strategy allows to diversify as well as intensify the search in some regions by means of information shared among the individuals of each group. Moreover, the constrained relation for sharing information among individuals through the proposed grouping strategy allows to reduce computational resources in comparison to the 'all to all' communication strategy. The computational experiments for this problem reveal that DCM reports high-quality solutions and identifies promising regions within the search space in short computational times.
Introduction
Maritime container terminals are infrastructures built with In order to solve the DBAP, this work proposes Decen- The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A 54 short literature review of the BAP is presented in the fol-55 lowing section. Then, the mathematical formulation of the 56 DBAP used in this work is described. In the next section, 57 the algorithm proposed for addressing the BAP is described. • v i , the service priority of each vessel i ∈ N
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Let us define a graph, follows:
vessel j is scheduled after vessel i at berth k, and 136 0 otherwise.
at berth k, i.e., the time when the vessel berth.
i.e., the time when the first vessel berths at the berth.
141
•
i.e., the time when the last vessel departs at the berth.
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The assumptions considered in the mathematical model M after k becomes available at time step l k .
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(f) Each vessel i ∈ N can only be berthed at berth k ∈
156
M until k becomes unavailable at time step e k .
157
The time windows of the vessels and berths are defined by 
In order to improve the understanding of the DBAP, we inspired by the work by (Duman, Uysal, and Alkaya 2012).
195
In that work, the authors propose a nature-inspired meta- will be its next follower, and so on. Then, the search process 237 is re-started until iter l iterations are reached. Once that, the 238 next bird to take the leader role will be bird 3 and bird 2 will 239 occupy the place of bird 7. This process is executed until a 240 number of neighbour solutions, max N , has been generated 241 through the search process. For a more detailed description 242 of the MBO algorithm, the reader is referred to (Duman, 243 Uysal, and Alkaya 2012).
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The MBO algorithm has been successfully applied to the pearing in more than one group. This is shown in Figure   338 3(b), where the individual 8 belongs to two groups.
339
The information shared in the DCM approach ap- vessel to be allocated is vessel 4, and so on.
454
The neighbourhoods used in this approach are the follow- 
It consists of exchanging a 460 vessel j assigned to berth i with a vessel j ′ assigned to
462
The leaders and independent individuals produce n on ran- The problem instances used for evaluating the proposed 
Abstract
Most of the current top-performing planners are sequential planners that only handle total-order plans. Although this is a computationally efficient approach, the management of total-order plans restrict the choices of reasoning and thus the generation of flexible plans. In this paper we present FLAP2, a forward-chaining planner that follows the principles of the classical POCL (Partial-Order Causal-Link Planning) paradigm. Working with partial-order plans allows FLAP2 to easily manage the parallelism of the plans, which brings several advantages: more flexible executions, shorter plan durations (makespan) and an easy adaptation to support new features like temporal or multi-agent planning. However, one of the limitations of POCL planners is that they require far more computational effort to deal with the interactions that arise among actions. FLAP2 minimizes this overhead by applying several techniques that improve its performance: the combination of different state-based heuristics and the use of parallel processes to diversify the search in different directions when a plateau is found. To evaluate the performance of FLAP2, we have made a comparison with four state-ofthe-art planners: SGPlan, YAHSP2, TFD and OPTIC. Experimental results show that FLAP2 presents a very acceptable trade-off between time and quality and a high coverage on the current planning benchmarks.
Introduction
Until the late 1990s, Partial-Order Planning (POP) was the most popular approach to AI planning. In this approach, based on the least-commitment philosophy, decisions about action orderings and parameter bindings are postponed until a decision must be taken. This is an attractive idea as avoiding premature commitments requires less backtracking during the search process. Nevertheless, the most recent total-order forward-chaining planners, such as LAMA (Richter and Westphal 2010) , Fast Downward Stone Soup-1 (Helmert, Röger, and Karpas 2011) or SGPlan (Chen, Wah, and Hsu 2006) , have demonstrated to be more efficient than partial-order planners, mainly due to:
• Search states can be generated much faster as there is no need to check threats (conflicts) among actions.
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• They can generate complete state information and take advantage of powerful state-based heuristics or domainspecific control.
However, the general move towards state space search ignores some important benefits of partial-order planning:
• A partial-order plan offers more flexibility in execution.
• The search can be easily guided to improve the action parallelism in the plan.
• It is a very suitable approach in multi-agent planning systems, either with loosely (Kvarnström 2011) or tightly coupled (Torreño, Onaindía, and Sapena 2012) agents.
• It can easily be adapted to deal with temporal planning (Benton, Coles, and Coles 2012) .
These desirable properties have led many current researchers to adopt POP techniques and to dedicate their efforts to improve the performance of this planning approach.
In this paper we present FLAP2, a partial-order forwardchaining planner that follows the design principles of POP, except for the delayed parameter binding, thus keeping the benefits of this successful approach. In spite of the inevitable increase of the search cost, we will show that FLAP2 improves the performance of existing partial-order planners and that it is competitive against some total-order planners. Particularly, FLAP2 returns solutions that represent a good trade-off between time and quality and it also offers a high coverage on the current planning benchmarks.
In the remainder of the paper we present the related work, some background, the planning approach of FLAP2 and a brief description of the other four planners that we will use in the experiments. Finally, we present an empirical evaluation of the performance of FLAP2 and we conclude with some final remarks.
Related work
Looking at the winners of the last International Planning Competitions (IPC'2011 1 and IPC'2008 2 ), we can observe that the majority of planners participated in the sequential tracks. Fast Downward Stone Soup-1 (Helmert, Röger, and Karpas 2011), Selective Max (Domshlak, Karpas, and Markovitch 2010) and Merge and Shrink (Helmert et al. 2013) are optimal sequential planners built upon the classical Fast Downward planning system (Helmert 2006 (Khouadjia et al. 2013) , YAHSP2 (Vidal 2011 ) and POPF2 (Coles et al. 2010 ). Temporal planning requires the ability of dealing with action parallelism due to the existence of temporally overlapping durative actions. With the exception of POPF2, all of these planners are built upon the parading of sequential planning. SGPlan, for example, uses Metric-FF (Hoffmann 2002 ) as a search engine, while DAE YAHSP and YAHSP2 are developed on top of the YAHSP planner (Vidal 2003) . These three planners need an additional module to parallelize the obtained sequential plans and to enforce the temporal constraints of the problem. This separation between action selection and scheduling is doomed to fail in temporally expressive domains and suffer from severe drawbacks in temporally simple problems, as choosing the wrong actions might render the final solutions to be purely sequential and therefore of very low quality.
The approach taken by Temporal Fast Downward (TFD) is to perform forward search in the space of time-stamped states, where at each search state either a new action can be started or time can be advanced to the end point of an already running action, thereby combining action selection and scheduling (Eyerich 2012 ). This approach is usually very good in terms of quality but their coverage on current benchmarks is typically relatively low.
From the aforementioned planners, POPF2 is the only one that follows a partial-order planning approach. It is a forward planner that works with time, numbers and continuous effects. POPF2 records state information at each step of the plan (frontier state), like the negative interactions among the variable assignments, and updates the state accordingly. The frontier state is used to determine the set of applicable actions at each step of the plan. The late-commitment approach of POPF2 is based on delaying commitment to ordering decisions on the frontier state, thus ignoring other alternative choices that would come earlier, i.e. before the frontier state. Completeness, however, is ensured as search performs backtracking to find an alternative plan when necessary.
OPTIC (Benton, Coles, and Coles 2012 ) is the latest version of POPF2 and also handles soft constraints and preferences. The key of its good performance is the fast generation of the successor states during the search and the use of effective domain-independent heuristics. OPTIC yields high quality plans, although, computationally speaking, it is not that efficient as most of the sequential planners.
In this paper we present FLAP2, a partial-order forwardchaining planner that follows the design principles of POP. This approach is similar to the one of OPTIC, but introduces two important differences:
• OPTIC adds additional temporal constraints over the action to ensure that preconditions of the new actions are met in the frontier state. The approach of FLAP2 is more flexible as it does not commit to an action ordering if this is not required, just like traditional POCL planners do.
• FLAP2 can add new actions at any point in the current plan. OPTIC only adds actions after the frontier state, so that the new actions do not threaten the preconditions of earlier actions.
These two differences lead to a more flexible partial-order planner, although this improvement entails a higher computational effort to deal with the interactions among actions. However, FLAP2 outperforms OPTIC in many domains because it uses more sophisticated search methods and more powerful heuristics. Moreover, delaying commitment on the orderings of the actions allows FLAP2 to reach a solution from a higher number of search nodes, which also improves the search performance.
Background
For the purposes of this paper, we restrict ourselves to propositional planning tasks. A planning task is a tuple T = O,V, A, I, G . O is a finite set of objects that model the elements of the planning domain over which the planning actions are applied. V is a finite set of state variables that model the states of the world. A state variable v ∈ V is mapped to a finite domain of mutually exclusive values D v . A value of a state variable in D v corresponds to an object of the planning domain, that is, ∀v ∈ V, D v ⊆ O. When a value is assigned to a state variable, the pair variable, value acts as a ground atom in propositional planning. A is the set of deterministic actions. I is the set of initial values assigned to the state variables and represents the initial state of the task. G is the set of goals of the task, i.e., the values the state variables are expected to take in the final state. Definition 2. (Action) An action a ∈ A is a tuple PRE(a), EFF(a) where PRE(a) = {p 1 , . . . , p n } is a set of fluents that represents the preconditions of a and EFF(a) = {e 1 , . . . , e m } is a set of fluents that represents the consequences of executing a.
We define a partial-order plan for a planning task T = O, V , A, I, G as follows: This definition of a partial-order plan represents the mapping of a plan into a directed acyclic graph, where ∆ represents the nodes of the graph (actions) and OR and CL are the sets of directed edges that describe the precedences and causal links among these actions, respectively.
The introduction of new actions in a partial plan may trigger the appearance of flaws. There are two types of flaws in a partial plan: preconditions that are not yet solved (or supported) through a causal link and threats. A threat over a causal link a i v,d
−−→ a j is caused by an action a k that is not ordered w.r.t. a i or a j and modifies the value of v, i.e.
v, d ′ ∈ EFF(a k ) ∧ d ′ = d, making the causal link unsafe. Threats are addressed by introducing either an ordering constraint a k ≺ a i , which is called demotion because the causal link is posted after the threatening action, or an ordering a j ≺ a k , which is called promotion as the causal link is placed before the threatening action (Chapman 1987) . We define a flaw-free plan as a threat-free partial plan in which the preconditions of all the actions are supported through causal links. Given a flaw-free partial-order plan Π, we compute the frontier state, S Π , resulting from the execution of Π in the initial state I. More formally: Definition 4. (Frontier state) The frontier state S Π of a flawfree partial-order plan Π = ∆, OR,CL is the set of fluents v, d achieved in Π by an action a ∈ ∆/ v, d ∈ EFF(a), such that any action a ′ ∈ ∆ that modifies the value of
is not reachable from a by following the orderings and causal links in Π.
The basic POP algorithm starts by building an initial minimal plan containing two fictitious actions: the initial action a init , with no preconditions and EFF(a init ) = I, and the goal action a goal , with no effects and PRE(a goal ) = G. The algorithm works by following the next three steps until a solution is found: 1) select the next subgoal to achieve, 2) choose an action to support the selected subgoal and 3) solve the threats that arise as a consequence of the variables value modification.
In the following section we describe the planning algorithm of FLAP2 as well as the necessary modifications to adapt a POP algorithm to support a forward search. In our effort to maintain all the benefits of this approach, we tried to keep the changes as minimal as possible.
Planning algorithm
FLAP2 is a modified version of FLAP planner (Sapena, Onainda, and Torreño 2013) . In the following subsections we briefly describe the planning approach of FLAP and the changes made in FLAP2 to improve its performance, respectively.
FLAP's working scheme
FLAP implements an A * search, as the standard textbook algorithm in (Russell and Norvig 2009) , guided by an evaluation function. A search node is a partial-order plan and the starting node is the initial initial plan Π 0 = {a init }, / 0, / 0 . Although Π 0 does not contain the fictitious goal action a goal , this action is available to be added to the plan as the rest of actions in A, i.e. a goal ∈ A. In fact, a solution plan is found when a goal is inserted in the plan.
FLAP follows two steps at each iteration of the search process until a solution plan is found: a) it selects the best node, Π i , from the set of open nodes according to the evaluation function, and b) all possible successors of Π i are generated, evaluated and added to the list of open nodes. FLAP considers that Π j is a successor of a plan Π i if the following conditions are met:
• Π j adds a new action a j to Π i , i.e., ∆ j = ∆ i ∪ {a j }
• All preconditions of a j are supported with actions in Π i by inserting the corresponding causal links: ∃a i p − → a j ∈ CL j , a i ∈ ∆ i , ∀p ∈ PRE(a j ).
• All threats in Π j are solved through promotion or demotion by adding new ordering constraints; the result is that Π j is a flaw-free plan.
The forward-search approach of FLAP allows to use statebased heuristics, which are much more informed than classical POP-based heuristics. In order to evaluate a partial-order plan Π, FLAP computes the frontier state S Π . It uses three different heuristics:
• h DT G . A Domain Transition Graph (DTG) of a state variable is a representation of the ways in which the variable can change its value (Helmert 2004) . Each transition is labeled with the necessary conditions for this to happen, i.e. the common preconditions to all the actions that induce the transition. These graphs are used to estimate the cost of the value transition required to support an action precondition, and the Dijkstra algorithm is applied to calculate the length of the shortest path in the DTG that causes the transition. The h DT G heuristic returns the minimum number of actions in a relaxed plan, where delete effects are ignored, that achieves the problem goals from S Π . Actions in the relaxed plans are selected according to the sum of the estimated cost of their preconditions.
• h FF . FLAP also makes use of the traditional FF heuristic function h FF (Hoffman and Nebel 2001) , which builds a relaxed plan by ignoring the delete effects of the actions and returns its number of actions. The actions of this plan are selected according to their levels in the relaxed planning graph.
• h LAND DT G and h LAND FF . Landmarks are fluents that must be achieved in every solution plan (Hoffmann, Porteous, and Sebastia 2004; Sebastia, Onaindía, and Marzal 2006) . FLAP computes a landmark graph and uses this information to calculate heuristic estimates: since all landmarks must be achieved in order to reach a goal, the goal distance can be estimated through the set of landmarks that still need to be achieved from the state being evaluated onwards. Once we have the set of non-supported landmarks, the heuristic value is the result of estimating the cost of reaching these landmarks with either h DT G or h FF . This way, FLAP has two versions of the landmarks heuristic, called h LAND DT G and h LAND FF , respectively.
For evaluating a plan Π = ∆, OR,CL , FLAP defines two different evaluation functions:
g(Π) measures the cost of Π in number of actions, i.e. g(Π) = |∆|. The weights in the two functions are set to w 1 = 1, w 2 = 4 and w 3 = 2. FLAP uses both evaluation functions to simultaneously explore different parts of the search space, thus defining two main search processes.
Additionally, a new A * search is started in parallel when one of the two main search processes is stuck in a plateau, i.e. the evaluation function does not improve after several iterations. The goal of this new search is not to escape from the plateau, but to find a solution plan starting from the frontier state of the best node found so far, as this node is more likely to be closer to a solution than the initial state. The parallel search is cancelled if the main search manages to leave the plateau.
FLAP planner is sound and complete since all possible successors are considered at each point and, when a goal is added to the plan, the support of all problem goals as well as the plan consistency is guaranteed.
Performance improvements in FLAP2
In order to improve the performance of FLAP we performed an analysis of the search process, specifically of the behaviour of the heuristics in domains with different characteristics. This analysis is shown in the following subsection. Finally, in a second subsection, we describe the modifications introduced in FLAP2 according to the conclusions of the analysis.
Analysis of heuristics and the plateau escaping method.
Regarding h DT G , we found that this heuristic is more informative than h FF in planning domains that satisfy some specific characteristics:
• the state variables have rather large domains containing multiple different values, and • the DTGs of these variables are sparse graphs.
In Figure 1 we can observe an example of the DTGs of two variables: (empty t1) and (at d1). There are only two values, true and false, in the domain of (empty t1), meaning that the cabin of the truck t1 can be empty or not. On the contrary, the position of driver d1 can take several different values: location 1 (l1), cities 1, 2 and 3 (c1, c2 and c3) and truck 1 (t1). The values of h DT G obtained from the DTG of variable (empty t1) are not very accurate because there is only one transition that makes the variable change from true to false, and this transition is derived by many different actions, particularly all actions in which d1 boards t1 at any possible city. Hence, selecting the action to be included in the relaxed plan to support this transition is not an easy task and a wrong decision would worsen the quality of the heuristic.
On the contrary, the DTG of variable (at d1) is more informative. For example, the path to change its value from l1 to c1 contains three transitions: l1 → c2 → t1 → c1 or l1 → c3 → t1 → c1, depending on the position of the truck. Moreover, each transition in the path is produced by a single action and thus the correct action is always selected by h DT G when computing the relaxed graph. Our conclusion is that h DT G performs slightly better than h FF in transportation-like Figure 1 : DTGs of variables (empty t1), the state of the cabin of truck t1, and (at d1), the location of driver d1, in a DriverLog problem example.
domains, such as DriverLog or ZenoTravel, where the DTGs of several variables are rather large sparse graphs. For the rest of domains, h FF clearly outperforms h DT G .
h DT G also presents some limitations in non-reversible domains, where the effects of some actions cannot be undone. The search space of these domains may contain dead-ends, i.e., nodes with frontier states from which the problem goals are unreachable. h FF is able to detect many of these deadends as it builds a relaxed planning graph at each node of the search tree: if any of the problem goals is not reachable in the relaxed graph, the node is a dead-end. On the contrary, h DT G only detects a dead-end state if no transition path can be found in the DTGs that transforms the value of a variable into its final value. Then, h DT G does not take into account the interactions between variables to detect dead-ends. This limitation can be alleviated by computing mutex fluents in a preprocessing stage, i.e. fluents that cannot be true in a state at the same time. Improvements in the h DT G heuristic is an issue we want to address in future works.
On the other hand, the landmark-based heuristic, h LAND , is very informative in domains which contain a large number of atomic landmarks. An atomic landmark, which is a single fluent that every solution plan must achieve at some point, is usually much more accurate than a disjunctive landmark since a disjunctive landmarks is less restrictive. In FLAP, h LAND (both h LAND FF and h LAND DT G ), is always used in combination with h FF or h DT G . However, we observed that, when the number of atomic landmarks is similar or greater than the number of disjunctive landmarks, h LAND is informative enough to be used as a stand-alone heuristic.
These three heuristics (h DT G , h FF and h LAND ) assess the quality of a plan by estimating the number of actions required to reach the problem goals. However, this does not seem to be the most appropriate approach for a planner that works with concurrent actions. When dealing with partialorder plans, optimizing the plan duration (makespan) is always preferable if we aim to improve the plan parallelism. Even so, as we will see in the Experimental Results section, the quality of the plans generated by FLAP2 w.r.t. the makespan is quite good because it exploits the advantages of working directly with concurrent actions. However, adapting the heuristics to evaluate the plans according to their makespan could significantly improve the quality of the solutions, a research line we intend to explore in the future.
Finally, we analyzed the plateau escaping mechanism of FLAP. The parallel search process started when one of the main search processes gets stuck in a plateau is not enough to solve some difficult problems as this new search may also get stuck in another plateau.
Modifications in the search process of FLAP. Taking all the above considerations into account, we designed FLAP2 as follows. First of all, we check if sufficient information can be extracted from the landmarks graph. We define λ = |dis junctive landmarks|/|atomic landmaks|, i.e. the ratio between the number of disjunctive landmarks and the number of atomic landmarks; when no atomic landmarks are found, λ = ∞. We consider that there is enough information when λ ≤ 1.2.
When h LAND is not informative enough, λ > 1.2, FLAP2 starts a single main A * search with the f FF evaluation function with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 4 and w 3 = 2. The weight for h LAND FF , w 2 , is higher to make up for the poor heuristic values returned by h LAND . Unlike FLAP, in FLAP2 we do not start a second main search with h DT G because, as we said in the previous section, h DT G is only worth using in transportation-like domains and thereby a general use of h DT G does not compensate for the overhead in computation time and memory consumption. Consequently, h DT G is only used in FLAP2 when search needs to be diversified due to the existence of a plateau.
The search process of FLAP2 uses a variable, Π best , that stores the node with the best heuristic value found so far. Initially Π best is set to the initial plan, i.e. Π best = Π 0 . When a search node with a better heuristic value than the one of Π best is found, Π best is updated to this node. We consider that the search is stuck in a plateau when Π best has not been updated in several iterations. In this case, two new search processes are started from the frontier state of Π best to increase the chances of escaping from the plateau. The first one uses f FF and the second one the f DT G evaluation function, both with the same weight values than the ones used for the main search. By using two new searches with different heuristic functions, we allow to diversify the search directions and find a plateau exit more effectively.
A child search works equally as the main search. In fact, when a child search finds a plateau, it also starts two new search processes. This behaviour can be observed in Figure 2 . When a search manages to escape from a plateau, i.e. when a node with a heuristic value better than the value of Π best is found, then its two child processes are terminated.
In the case that h LAND is informative enough, λ ≤ 1.2, FLAP2 starts a search process with f FF and a second main A * search with the following evaluation function: f LAND FF (Π) = w 1 * g(Π) + w 2 * h LAND FF (Π), with w 1 = 1 and w 2 = 1. In this case, h LAND FF is used as a stand-alone heuristic function and it is given a small weight because this is already a very informative heuristic when many atomic landmarks are extracted from the problem. In this case, if a plateau is found, two child searches are started in the same way as for the case of λ > 1.2, but now we use f FF with w 1 = 1, w 2 = 1 and w 3 = 1, and f LAND DT G (Π) = w 1 * g(Π) + w 2 * h LAND DT G (Π) with w 1 = 1 and w 2 = 1. Table 1 summarizes the configuration of the search processes of FLAP2 according to the value of λ . This configuration has been fixed as the result of an extensive experimental analysis and it offers a good trade-off between search time and plan quality in most of the problems. Other settings significantly improve the performance in some domains, but they are less robust since they worsen the results in the other ones.
The mechanism of parallel searches implemented in FLAP2 yields very good results but it can lead to an exponential growth in the number of simultaneous processes. However, this problem does not usually occur in practice since the number of simultaneous search processes that exceeded the number of processing cores (8 in our test computer) only occurred in a few problems. Specifically, we tested FLAP2 in 244 problems from 10 different domains and only 7 of them required more than 8 search processes at the same time. And yet, this did not prevent FLAP2 from finding a solution plan for these problems.
Temporal planning systems
In order to evaluate the performance of FLAP2, we selected four current top-performing planners that return parallel plans: SGPlan, YAHSP2, OPTIC and TFD. All of them are temporal planners as only this type of planners are currently able to synthesize plans with concurrent actions. These planners are briefly described in the following subsections.
SGPlan
SGPlan is designed to solve both temporal and non-temporal planning problems specified in PDDL3 with soft goals, derived predicates or ADL features. SGPlan was the winner of the temporal satisficing track in the sixth planning competition (IPC 2008) .
For each subgoal, SGPlan uses search-space reduction to eliminate irrelevant actions and solves it using a modified version of Metric-FF. If it fails to find a feasible plan within a time limit, SGPlan aborts the run of Metric-FF and tries to decompose the problem further. It first applies landmark analysis to decompose and solve the subproblem and, if it is unsuccessful in solving the subproblem, it tries path optimization for numerical and time initial literals problems to further partition the subproblem. When a separate subplan has been computed for each subgoal, SGPlan merges them into a consistent plan.
This partition-and-resolve process has proved to be very successful in a wide range of domains, although its performance worsens in domains in which there are strong interactions between the subgoals. This is because the actions that achieve the subgoals are highly related, making it more difficult to obtain a significant fraction of global constraints.
YAHSP2
YAHSP is a heuristic planner for suboptimal STRIPS domains. The heuristic is similarly computed to FF heuristic, but used in a different way. When a state is being evaluated, the heuristic computes a relaxed plan where delete effects are ignored. The beginning actions of the relaxed plan that form a valid plan are applied to the state being evaluated, resulting in another state that will often bring the search closer to a solution state. The states computed this way are called lookahead states. YAHSP uses this lookahead strategy in a complete best-first search algorithm in which the helpful actions (Hoffman and Nebel 2001) computed by the heuristic are prioritized.
YAHSP2 is designed as a simplified version of YAHSP. The main modifications are the following:
• The relaxed plans used to build the lookahead plans are computed directly from a critical path heuristic like h add , avoiding the need of complex data structures to build planning graphs.
• The heuristic value of states is no longer the length of the relaxed plans, but the h add value of the goal set.
• Some refinements, such as the use of helpful actions, are abandoned due to the lack of robustness. This minimalist approach makes YAHSP2 to be an extremely fast planner with a wide coverage on the current benchmarks. In fact, a multi-core version of this planner was the runner-up ex-aequo in the temporal satisficing track of the IPC 2011. The lack of optimizations on the plan quality, however, leads to the generation of overlength plans in many problem instances.
OPTIC
Unlike SGPlan and YASHP2, OPTIC does not handle two independent processes for action selection and temporal scheduling of the actions, thus obtaining high quality plans with respect to the makespan. It is an extended version of POPF2, which was the runner-up ex-aequo in the temporal satisficing track of the IPC 2011.
OPTIC is a forward-chaining temporal planner that incorporates some ideas from partial-order planning: during search, when applying an action to a state, it seeks to introduce only the ordering constraints necessary to resolve threats, rather than insisting the new action occurs after all of those already in the plan. OPTIC supports a substantial portion of PDDL 2.1 level 5, including actions with (linear) continuous numeric effects and effects dependent on the durations of the actions. It also handles soft constraints and preferences.
Temporal Fast Downward (TFD)
TFD, the runner-up in the temporal satisficing track of the IPC 2008, is a variant of the propositional Fast Downward planning system. It introduces several adjustments to cope with temporal and numeric domains and no longer uses the causal graph heuristic. Instead, it makes use of the contextenhanced additive heuristic (CEA) proposed by Geffner (Geffner 2007) , which is a generalization of both the causal graph heuristic and the additive heuristic.
TFD uses a greedy best-first search approach enhanced with deferred heuristic evaluation. Besides the values of the state variables, the time-stamped states in the search space contain a real-valued time stamp as well as information about scheduled effects and conditions of currently executed actions. A transition from one time-stamped state to another is accomplished by either a) adding an applicable action starting at the current time point, applying its start effects and scheduling its end effects as well as its over-all and end conditions, or b) letting time pass until the next scheduled happening and applying effects scheduled for the new time point and deleting expired conditions. This integrated process of action selection and time scheduling yields very good results in terms of plan quality.
Experimental results
In this section we compare the performance of FLAP2 against the four aforementioned planners. Due to the different characteristics of these planners, we have divided this section in two subsections:
• Comparison of FLAP2 with SGPlan and YAHSP2, two sequential planners that apply a scheduler to parallelize the plans at a later stage. This approach is extremely fast but finds more difficulties in producing plans of good quality regarding the makespan.
• Comparison of FLAP2 with OPTIC and TFD, two planners that merge the action selection and the scheduling process. Working with partial-order planners allows to compute more flexible plans, with a better makespan, but slows down the search process.
In both cases, we selected six temporal domains from the International Planning Competitions (IPC), setting the duration of all actions to 1 as FLAP2 is still unable to work with durative actions. The IPCs provide an extensive set of benchmarking problems to assess the state of the art in the field of planning (Linares, Jiménez, and Helmert 2013) .
We observed that the behaviour of these planners varies greatly depending on the level of interaction between the problem goals. For this reason we selected three domains with strong dependencies between the goals, BlocksWorld, Depots and DriverLog, and three domains with rather independent goals, Satellite, Rovers and ZenoTravel. These domains are described below:
• Blocksworld: this domain, presented in the IPC 2000, consists of a set of blocks that must be arranged to form one or more towers. We used a variation of this domain where several robot arms are used to handle the blocks, thus allowing parallel actions in the plans.
• Depots: this domain, introduced in the IPC 2002, combines a transportation-like problem with the Blocksworld domain.
• Driverlog: this domain, used in the IPC 2002, involves transportation, but vehicles need a driver before they can move.
• Satellite: this domain, used in the IPC 2004, involves satellites collecting and storing data using different instruments to observe a selection of targets.
• Rovers: used in the IPC 2006, the objective is to use a collection of mobile rovers to traverse between waypoints on the surface of Mars, carrying out a variety of datacollection missions and transmitting data back to a lander.
• Zenotravel: in this domain, presented in the IPC 2002, people must embark onto planes, fly between locations and then debark, with planes consuming fuel at different rates according to their speed of travel.
Testing was performed on a 2.3 GHz i7 computer with 12 GB of memory running Ubuntu 64-bits. In the presented results we only consider the first plan returned by the planners, as most of them do not continue searching for better plans. Each experiment was limited to 30 minutes of wall-clock time. Table 2 shows the number of solved problems and the average time employed by these planners to find the first solution. Average times are calculated considering only those problems that were solved by the three planners.
FLAP2 vs. SGPlan and YAHSP2
As it can be observed, FLAP2 solves more problems and shows a more stable behaviour. Both, SGPlan and YAHSP2 present some difficulties in domains with strong interactions between the goals (BlocksWorld, Depots and DriverLog), but they are significantly faster in the other three domains. The landmarks heuristic and the plateau escaping mechanism of FLAP2 are very helpful to deal with strong dependencies among the goals. FLAP2 also easily solves the problems from the Rovers, Satellite and ZenoTravel domains, but the overhead to cope with threats among actions together with a higher branching factor prevents FLAP2 from being as faster as SGPlan or YASHP2 in these domains. Table 2 : Number of problems solved and average time (in seconds) of FLAP2, SGPlan and YAHSP2.
Regarding the plan quality, Figures 3 and 4 show the makespan of the plans computed by the three planners. The results are normalized by the makespan of the plans obtained by FLAP2 for a better viewing. This way, a value of 2 indicates a plan with a makespan twice as much as the makespan of FLAP2, and a value of 0.5 a plan two times shorter.
In general, FLAP2 generates plans with better quality than SGPlan and YAHSP2. SGPlan produces slightly worse plans, 1.36 times longer in the six domains. The plan quality of YAHSP2 is much worse as the generated plans are 2.4 times longer than FLAP2 on average. Table 3 shows the number of solved problems and the average makespan of FLAP2, OPTIC and TFD. As it can be observed, FLAP2 also solves more problems than OPTIC and TFD. The average makespan is computed taking into account only those problems that were solved by the three planners. Regarding the makespan, FLAP2 is in a intermediate position between TFD, that produces plans of very good quality, and OPTIC. Table 3 : Number of problems solved and average makespan of FLAP2, OPTIC and TFD.
FLAP2 vs. OPTIC and TFD
In Figures 5 and 6 we show the computation time of FLAP2, OPTIC and TFD to find the first solution plan. For the average times shown in these figures, we considered only the problems that the three planners have managed to solve. FLAP2 is much faster than OPTIC in the BlocksWorld, Depots, Satellite and ZenoTravel domains. On the contrary, OP-TIC is slightly faster than FLAP2 in the Rovers domain. On average, OPTIC is 113.94 times slower than FLAP2 in all the six domains. TFD is also slower than FLAP2, especially in the Depots and DriverLog domains. On average, TFD is 45.3 times slower than FLAP2 in all the six domains.
In summary, we can conclude that FLAP2 is very competitive in comparison with these four top-performing planners. It solves more problems than SGPlan, YAHSP2, OP-TIC and TFD in the tested domains. FLAP2 also produces plans of better quality than the sequential planners SGPlan and YAHSP2, and is far more faster than OPTIC and TFD, planners that, like FLAP2, handle partial-order plans. 
Conclusions
The flexibility of the Partial-Order Planning (POP) paradigm allows for the generation of high-quality parallel plans. However, current sequential planners outperform partialorder planners because they require less computational effort as they not need to cope with interactions among actions and can use very effective state-based heuristics.
In this paper we present FLAP2, an improved version a FLAP. FLAP is a forward partial-order planner that combines three different heuristics to guide the search and implements a novel plateau-escaping method that diversifies the search in different directions. FLAP2 changes the way the heuristics are combined and applies a recursive method to deal with plateaus, thus significantly improving the planning performance. We compared FLAP2 with SGPlan, YAHSP2, OPTIC and Temporal Fast Downward (TFD), four top-performing planners that can generate plans with concurrent actions. Like FLAP2, OPTIC and TFD handle partial-order plans, combining the action selection and the scheduling processes. On the contrary, SGPlan and YAHSP2 are total-order planners that parallelize the computed plans at a later stage.
FLAP2 is the only one that was able to solve all the problems in the selected benchmark set. Regarding the makespan (plan duration), partial-order planners generate plans of much better quality than the total-order planners. Particularly, FLAP2 has shown to obtain plans of very good quality, only surpassed by TFD, which is able to produce plans with a slightly better makespan. As for the planning time, FLAP2 has shown to be competitive with the sequential planners, SGPlan and YAHSP2, especially in domains with strong interactions between the problem goals, and far more faster than the other partial-order planners, OPTIC and TFD.
As a future extension, we intend to investigate the adaptation of the heuristic functions of FLAP2 to optimise the makespan and to mitigate the problem of h DT G with deadend states in non-reversible domains. Then, we want to exploit the good performance of FLAP2 and its flexibility as a partial-order planner to develop a new version for dealing with temporal planning problems.
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Abstract
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) represent a major advantage in defense, disaster relief and first responder applications. UAV may provide valuable information on the environment if their Command and Control (C2) is shared by different operators. In a C2 networking system, any operator may request and use the UAV to perform a remote sensing operation. These requests have to be scheduled in time and a consistent navigation plan must be defined for the UAV. Moreover, maximizing UAV utilization is a key challenge for user acceptance and operational efficiency. The global planning problem is constrained by the environment, targets to observe, user availability, mission duration and on-board resources. This problem follows previous research works on automatic mission Planning & Scheduling for defense applications. The paper presents a full constraint-based approach to simultaneously satisfy observation requests, and resolve navigation plans.
Introduction
Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) has become a major trend in first responder, security and defense areas. UAV navigation plans are generally defined during mission preparation. However, during mission preparation or execution, different users can request for additional observations to be performed by the UAV. It is then necessary to insert these actions in UAV navigation plans. The user must deal with constraints that will impact the overall plan feasibility, such as observation preconditions, duration of the UAV mission or resource consumption. For example, a rotorcraft can easily perform an observation using stationary flight, but has poor endurance. In turn, a fixed wing can perform longer missions but needs to orbit around a waypoint to acquire and observe a target. This paper addresses vehicle planning issues, managing constraints composed of mission objectives, execution time and resource requirements. In this problem, UAVs can communicate with the network to transmit remote videos to ground manned vehicles on ground.
The optimization problem consists in finding the path that maximizes the overall mission efficiency while ensuring mission duration and resource consumption. The struc- ture of consumption and observation constraints make the problem difficult to model and hard to solve. Determining the shortest path may not lead to the most efficient one, since observation requests may occur for various different places. The paper proposes a constraint model for UAV activity optimization, before and during mission execution. It is formulated as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), and implemented using the Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) framework over finite domains. The constraint-based model combines flow constraints over {0,1} variables, with resource constraints and conditional task activation models. A solving method is also proposed, which tends to be a very generic approach for solving these complex problems. It is based on branch&bound, constraint propagation and a probing technique. Probing is a search strategy that manages the state space solver exploration using the solution of a low-computational relaxed problem evaluation. Results are reported using a SICStus Prolog CLP(FD) implementation, with performances that suit operational needs.
The first section introduces the problem and the second one describes our constraint based approach, compared to the state of the art. Next section presents problem formulation as a CSP. Search algorithms are then described. We give a few results on realistic benchmarks and a general conclusion.
UAV Mission Planning Problem
Intrinsic UAV characteristics (i.e. maximal speed, manoeuvrability, practical altitudes) have a direct impact on operation efficiency. Figure 1 presents the Patroller, a UAV that has large wingspan to allow medium altitude flight, which enables performing long-range missions by minimizing energy consumption. UAV operations are not only constrained by energetic resources, but also mission time and terrain structure. Figure 2 shows a set of potential waypoints to flyby. They are defined during mission preparation, by terrain analysis, mission objectives and situation assessment. Navigation constraints are also defined by available corridors, that are provided either by navigation authorities, in civilian space, or by the Air Command Order (ACO), in military context. 
Informal Description
A navigation plan consists in a subset of waypoints, totally ordered, estimated flyby dates and some observations to perform. Choosing the final mission plan depends on multiple criteria (duration, available energy, exposure, objectives, initial and recovery points). Maximizing mission objectives, for instance the number of observations performed during the mission, is the primary cost objective of planning automation. The overall mission duration, exposure and onboard energy may also be maintained as low as possible. To decide a mission plan, the user must deal with the following elements:
• Initial UAV conditions: initial positions and remaining energy.
• Terrain structure: defined as a set of navigation waypoints, connected by available paths. Each waypoint has a geographical reference, and a distance metric is defined to compute the value between any couple of waypoints.
• Mission Objectives: the final recovery point, and any waypoint to which a sensing observation has been associated (requested by some user).
• On-board resource consumption: resources can be consumed due to UAV mobility (from a waypoint to another one) and/or observation action.
• Exposure: in some defense missions, the UAV exposure to threats shall be mastered.
In general, the plan is defined at mission preparation time, but it can be redefined on-line due to the situation evolution:
• Situation changes: new threats might appear.
• Mission objective: sensing and observations actions can be updated. The recovery points can be updated during mission execution.
• UAV state: energy consumption is not what was expected (for instance due to wind conditions).
The remote operator receives in real time all the critical data that may require a replanning event. To be able to keep operational efficiency, it is fundamental to have fast solving algorithms that can address realistic missions plans and be able to deal with all the mission constraints.
Example
In figure 2 , the UAV takes off from the initial position (blue circle) and must perform a maximal set of observations among {O 1 , O 2 , O 3 , O 4 }. Each observation consumes energy and time, as for navigation between two points. In case of a defense mission, it also exposes the UAV to opponent visibility. The UAV is recovered after a last potential observation in O 3 (blue circle). To satisfy energy and UAV exposure, the user decides to only plan for observation actions {O 1 , O 2 , O 3 } and discards observation O 4 . White circles are potential flyby navigation points.
Complexity
Some simplified versions of the problem are equivalent to known hard problems. If the set of observations is fixed, then the problem can be specialized as a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) with multiple distance constraints. Maximizing the set of observation actions can also be relaxed as a knapsack problem by formulating a path weight for each action. In both cases, these problems are known to be NP-hard, and solution verification can be performed in polynomial time. Solution can be evaluated by a simple check of the navigation plan, verifying that each action is correctly scheduled and metrics are correctly instantiated.
Therefore some problem instances are NP-hard on worst cases, although polynomial families may certainly be exhibited.
A Constraint Programming Approach State of the Art
Several approaches can deal with such problems, ranging from classical planning to very specific algorithms.
• Domain-independent planning (Fox and Long 2000) , using Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) formalisms (Fox and Long 2003) . This language can model several complex actions.
• Dedicated planners have been developed for UAV, UGV and vehicle planning: Ix-TeT (Laborie and Ghallab 1995) , Heuristic Scheduling Testbed System (HSTS) (Muscettola 1993), Reactive Model-based Programming Language (RMPL) (Abramson, Kim, and Williams 2001) ...
• Planning frameworks like Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) (Goldman et al. 2002; Meuleau et al. 2009 ) have been developed to tackle specific operational domains.
All these framework need to be complemented with CSP formulation in order to tackle resource and temporal constraints.
Linear Programming (LP) techniques can also be envisaged. However, if dealing with non-linearity or discrete variables, constraints cannot be easily reformulated into linear ones without a massive increase of the variable set.
Many heuristic search methods are based on the wellknown A* (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968) and also commonly used in vehicle planning. Several families have been derived, such as Anytime A* (Hansen and Zhou 2007) , or other variants, adapted to dynamic environments. They can be divided into two categories: incremental heuristic searches (Koenig, Sun, and Yeoh 2009 ) and real-time heuristic searches (Botea, Mller, and Schaeffer 2004) . For example, an experiment has been performed for emergency landing (Meuleau et al. 2011) , that uses A* algorithm, integrated into aircraft avionics. These algorithms can be efficient but are limited to simple cost objectives or basic constraint formulations.
Advanced search techniques can also solve vehicle routing problems, using Operation Research(Gondran and Minoux 1995) (OR) or local search(Aarts and Lenstra 1997) techniques. Simulated Annealing (Cerny 1985) , Genetic Algorithms (Goldberg 1989) , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Dorigo and Gambardella 1997) , and more generally metaheuristics are also good candidates. These techniques do not necessarily provide optimality nor completeness, but scale very well to large problems. However, it may require strong effort to implement complex mission constraints.
This work follows previous research in vehicle routing using constraint logic programming (CP) in Prolog and hybrid techniques . In the field of logic programming, new paradigms have emerged such as Answer Set Programming leading to AProlog or, more recently, CR-Prolog languages (with their dedicated solvers). However, their declarative extensions are not significant in the context of this work.
Using Constraint Logic Programming
Operational users are not only interested in performance, feasibility or scalability, but at first in mission efficiency. In this paper, we consider maximizing mission observations while taking into account time, energetic or exposure constraints.
To satisfy user needs, the problem must be addressed globally, which requires composition of different mathematical constraints. This can be done using a declarative logical approach, constraint predicates and classical operators (Hentenryck, Saraswat, and Deville 1998) . Due to the introduction of complex navigation constraints related to actions description, other approaches cannot be efficiently used. Search techniques can be complex to design (in the case of A*) or models difficult to express (in the case of LP). Furthermore, as shown in previous works, the problem can be extended in several ways by combining different formulations. Search algorithms and heuristics must be developed or adapted without reconsidering the whole model. This can be achieved using CLP expressiveness, under a model-based development approach. CLP is a competitive approach to solve either constrained path or scheduling problems. In CLP, CSP follows a declarative formulation and is decoupled from search algorithms, so that both of them can be worked out independently. Designers can perform a late binding between CSP formulation and search algorithm. This way, different search techniques can be evaluated over multiple problem formulations. The development method also enables an easier management of tool evolutions by the designers.
CSP formulation and search algorithms are implemented with the CLP(FD) domain of SICStus Prolog library. It uses the state-of-the-art in discrete constrained optimization techniques: Arc Consistency-5 (AC-5) for constraint propagation, using CLP(FD) predicates. With AC-5, variable domains get reduced until a fixed point is reached by constraint propagation.
Most of constraint programming frameworks have different tools to design hybrid search techniques, by integrating Metaheuristics, OR and LP algorithms (Ajili and Wallace 2004) . An hybrid approach is proposed to solve the mission planning problem by exploiting Dijkstra algorithm and to elaborate a meta-metric over search exploration structure. This approach, known as probing, relies on problem relaxation to deduce the search tree structure. This can be done either statically or dynamically. The CLP framework also enables concurrent solving over problem variables.
The global search technique under consideration guarantees completeness, solution optimality and proof of optimality. It relies on three main algorithmic components:
• Variable filtering with correct values, using specific labelling predicates to instantiate problem domain variables. AC being incomplete, value filtering guarantees the search completeness.
• Tree search with standard backtracking when variable instantiation fails.
• Branch and Bound (B&B) for cost optimization, using minimize predicate.
Designing a good search technique consists in finding the right variables ordering and value filtering, accelerated by domain or generic heuristics. In general, these search techniques are implemented with a conjunction of multiple specific labelling predicates.
Problem Formalization
A navigation plan is represented using a directed graph G(X, U ) where:
• the set U of edges represents possible paths;
• the set V of vertices are navigation points. In the remaining of the paper, a vertex is denoted x, while an edge can be denoted either u or (x, x ′ ).
Navigation Plan
A navigation plan is defined by the set of positive flows over edges. The set of variables ϕ u ∈ {0, 1} models a possible path from start ∈ X to end ∈ X, where an edge u belongs to the navigation plan if and only if a decision variable ϕ u = 1. The resulting navigation plan, can be represented as Φ = {u| u ∈ U, ϕ u = 1}.
Consistency Constraints
From an initial position to a final one, path consistency is enforced by flow conservation equations, where ω + (x) ⊂ U and ω − (x) ⊂ U are outgoing and incoming edges from vertex x, respectively.
Since flow variables are {0, 1}, equation (2) ensures path connectivity and uniqueness while equation (1) imposes limit conditions for starting and ending the path. This constraint provides a linear chain alternating flyby waypoint and navigation along the graph edges.
Plan and metric formulations
Assuming a given date D x associated with a position (e.g. vertex) x we use a path length formulation (3). Variable D x is expressing the time at which the UAV reaches a position x (see example in figure 3). Assuming that variable d (x ′ ,x) represents the time taken to perform the manoeuvre from position x ′ to x (at an average edge speed) and perform potential observations on x ′ . This time cumulates action duration and navigation between waypoints.
We have: 
Note that upper and lower speed limits (resp. u (x,x ′ ) and l (x,x ′ ) ) in (4) are an edge. Similar constraints are used for propagating resource consumption, as variables < R x , r (x,x ′ ) >, or UAV exposures, as variables < E x , e (x,x ′ ) >. These variables are also associated to vertices and edges. In practice E x and R x are normalised as a percentage of consumption.
Navigation and action realization
The set of navigation points belonging to the plan P can also be expressed as follows (5):
where n x states whether a position x is part of the navigation plan. If D x = 0, the UAV does not flyby x. For simplicity, n x is assimilated to a boolean variable.
A set of potential observation actions O is represented by V variables O x ∈ {0, 1} and • an observation duration constant δ x .
• a resource consumption constant ρ x .
• a visibility exposure constant η x
If there is no action on vertex O x to be performed, its default value is 0. Action activation model is defined using the following preconditions (6) and postconditions (7, 8, 9) :
and where constant δ(x, x ′ ) is the time to navigate from point x to x ′ .
In equation (6), the constant v x is an exposure threshold that is tolerated and compared to the total exposure up to waypoint x. Indeed, to satisfy the action, the UAV must be incoming to the observation location, which is the role of the term n x . This way, each observation precondition is constrained by the level of exposure. Note that there is no precondition for energy and time. Arrival date at the recovery point is enough to constraint the whole CSP.
D end ≤ D max , where D max is the maximal mission duration.
Similarly, there must be remaining energy when arriving at the recovery point.
E end ≥ 0.
Other preconditions can be defined, depending on the type of action to perform (including time windows, communication, target mobility). Using our model, it is easy to overload the conjunction. However the problem can become very complex and there is not necessarily a need as long as we consider a unique UAV. Moreover, we notice that the set of preconditions is predominant compared to postconditions.
Optimization Problem
The final cost function is the total amount of observations to perform (10) .
The sets of decision variables are Φ and O such that the CSP can then be formulated in Prolog as follows (1) (7), (8) and (9) Maximizing Ω(V )
Search Algorithms Overview
The goal of hybridizing global solving with stochastic approaches is to save the number of backtracks by quickly focusing the search towards good solutions. It consists in designing the tree search according to the problem structure, revealed by the probe. The idea is to use the prober to order problem variables, as a pre-processing. Instead of dynamic probing with tentative values such as in (Sakkout and Wallace 2000) , this search strategy uses a static prober which orders problem variables to explore according to the relaxed solution properties. Then, the solving follows a standard CP search strategy, combining variable filtering, AC-5 and B&B. As shown in figure 4 , the probing technique proceeds in three steps (the three blocks on the left). The first one is to establish the solution to the relaxed problem. As a reference, we can for example compute the shortest path between starting and ending vertices, abstracting away mandatory waypoints. The next step is to establish a minimal distance between any problem variable and the solution to the relaxed problem. This step can be formally described as follows. Let X s ⊂ X be the set of vertices that belong to the relaxed solution. The distance is given by the following evaluation:
where ||.|| is a specific distance metric (in our case, the number of vertices between x and x ′ ). The last step uses the resulting partial order to sort problem variables in ascending order. At global solving level the relaxed solution is useless, but problem variables are explored following this order.
Properties
Two interesting probe properties can be highlighted:
• probe complexity: since computation of minimum distance between a vertex and any node is polynomial thanks to Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford algorithms, the resulting probe construction complexity is still polynomial in worst cases. The complexity of quicksort can in practice be neglected (see below for further details).
• probe completeness: since the probe does not remove any value from variable domains and the set of problem vari-ables remains unchanged, the probe still guarantees global solving completeness.
Complexity analysis: let γ be the cardinality of V s and n the one of V . The complexity of probe construction is:
• in worst case performance: O(n 2 );
• in average case performance: O(γ.n. log(n)).
Sketch of the proof: the probing method first determines the minimal distance between all vertices X ′ ∈ X ′ where X ′ = X \ X s and any vertex x s ∈ X s . A Dijkstra algorithm runs over a vertex x s allows to compute the distance to any point of X ′ with O(n. log(n)) worst case complexity where n is the number of nodes in X. This has to be run over each vertex of X s and a comparison with previous computed values must be done for every vertex x ′ , to keep the lowest one. Thus, the resulting complexity is O(γ.n. log(n)). Variables must finally be sorted with a quicksort-like algorithm. The worst case complexity of this sort is O(n 2 ) but is generally computed in O(n. log(n)) (average case performance). Hence, the worst case complexity of the probing method is O(n 2 ), but in practice behaves in max{O(γ.n. log(n)), O(n. log(n))} = O(γ.n. log(n)).
Pseudocode
Algorithm 2 synthesizes probe construction mechanisms. Firstly, a vector L d of size n (n being the number of nodes in X) is created and initialized with infinite values. At the end of the execution, it will contain a value associated to each vertex, corresponding to the minimal distance between this vertex and the solution to the relaxed problem. To do so, a Dijkstra algorithm is run over each node of the solution. During a run, distances are evaluated and replaced in L d if lower than the existing value (in the pseudo code, comparison are made at the end of a run for easier explanation). Once minimal distances are all computed, they are used to rank the set of vertices X in ascending order (to be used by the complete solver).
Algorithm 2 Probe construction
1: Initialize a vector L d of distances (with infinite values) 2: Get P the best solution of the relaxed problem 3: for each node x i of P do 4:
) (value by value) 6: end for 7: Sort X using L d order 8: return the newly-ordered X list Table 5 reports the time to find the optimal solution, as well as for proving optimality. It also shows the maximal number of observations that can be executed. Simple problems can be solved fairly quickly, but the last benchmark is more computation demanding, which is certainly due to a large area to cover. On the second benchmark, exposure constraints prevent from performing all observations. Again for all the problem instances, the probing method improves drastically the solver performances, which confirm former researches . By comparing with energetic constraints, exposure preconditions makes the problem really harder to solve.
Conclusion
This paper shows the development of the mission planning framework, that can be used either for C2 systems or for unmanned systems. Introducing actions with complex preconditions and postconditions increases the practical complexity of problem instances. In particular, with the existing design, the solving approach does not scale huge numbers of observation or large graph structures. Nevertheless, as expected by previous results, the probing approach improves drastically solving performances. Using the modeling approach, the formulation of action preconditions and postconditions can be extended in several ways. Further works will focus on scalability as well as different forms of probing, relying on action definition in the relaxation process. 
A Metaheuristic Technique for Energy-Efficiency in

Introduction
Nowadays, the main objective of many companies and organizations is to improve profitability and competitiveness. These improvements can be obtained with a good optimization of resources allocation. But in the last years many companies are not only facing complex and diverse economic trends of shorter product life cycles, quick changing science and technology, increasing customer demand diversity, and production activities globalization, but also enormous and heavy environmental challenges of global climate change (e.g. greenhouse effect), rapid exhaustion of various nonrenewable resources (e.g. gas, oil, coal), and decreasing biodiversity. Scheduling problems are widely discussed in the literature and two main approaches can be distinguished (Billaut, Moukrim, and Sanlaville 2008): • Classical deterministic methods, which consider that the data are deterministic and that the machine environment is relatively simple. Some traditional constraints are taken into account (precedence constraints, release dates, due dates, preemption, etc.). The criterion to optimize is often standard (makespan). A number of methods have been proposed (exact methods, greedy algorithms, approximate methods, etc.), depending on the difficulty of a particular problem. These kinds of studies are the most common in the literature devoted to scheduling problems.
• On-line methods. Sometimes, the algorithm does not have access to all the data from the outset, the data become available step by step, or "on-line". Different models may be considered here. In some studies, the tasks that we have to schedule are listed, and appear one by one. The aim is to assign them to a resource and to specify a start time for them. In other studies, the duration of the tasks is not known in advance.
In both cases, the job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) has been studied. It represents a particular case of scheduling problems where there are some specific resources or machines which have to be used to carry out some tasks. Many real life problems can be modeled as a job-shop scheduling problem and can be applied in some variety of areas, such as production scheduling in the industry, departure and arrival times of logistic problems, the delivery times of orders in a company, etc. Most of the solving techniques try to find the optimality of the problem for minimizing the makespan, tardiness, flow-time, etc.
Nowadays, the main objective of many companies and organizations is to improve profitability and competitiveness. These improvements can be obtained with a good optimization of resources allocation. But in the last years many companies are not only facing complex and diverse economic trends of shorter product life cycles, quick changing science and technology, increasing customer demand diversity, and production activities globalization, but also enormous and heavy environmental challenges of global climate change (e.g. greenhouse effect) (Mestl et al. 2005) , rapid exhaustion of various non-renewable resources (e.g. gas, oil, coal) (Yusoff 2006) , and decreasing biodiversity.
Recently some works have focused on minimizing the energy consumption in scheduling problems (Mouzon and Yildirim 2008) , mainly from the Operations Research Community (Bruzzone et al. 2012) , (Mouzon, Yildirim, and Twomey 2007) and (Li, Yan, and Xing 2013) .
In job-shop scheduling problem with voltage scaling, machines can consume different amount of energy to process tasks at different speeds (Malakooti et al. 2013) . By chang-ing the voltage level, the frequency at which a processor executes a task is adjusted, and processing speed changes as a result. We focus our attention in a job-shop scheduling problem with different speed machine (JSMS). It represents an extension of the classical job-shop scheduling problem (J||C max according to classification scheme proposed in (Blazewicz et al. 1986 )), where each operation must be executed in a machine at a determined speed with a determined energy consumption (by a classical deterministic method).
Problem Description
Formally the job-shop scheduling problem with different speed machine (JSMS) can be defined as follows. There exist a set of n jobs {J 1 , . . . , J n } and a set of m resources or machines {R 1 , . . . , R m }.
Each job J i consists of a sequence of T tasks (θ i1 , . . . , θ iTi ). Each task θ il has a single machine requirement R θ il and a start time st θ il to be determined. The main difference with the traditional job shop scheduling problem is related to each machine can work at different speeds. Thus, each task θ il is linked up to different durations (p θ il1 , p θ il2 ,...,p θ ilp ) and their corresponding energy consumption e θ il1 , e θ il2 ,...,e θ ilp used by the corresponding machine. Figure 1 shows the relationship between energy consumption and processing time of each task in a machine. This curve can be approximated by the equation 1:
where T is the processing time and E in the energy consumption of a task in a machine. It can be observed that if the speed of a machine is high, the energy consumption increases, but the processing time of the task decreases, meanwhile if the speed is low, the energy consumption decreases and the processing time increases. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider three different energy consumptions and processing times for each task. Thus, we can apply the former formula to the benchmarks presented in the literature in order to obtain the optimal and energy aware schedule. The original processing time of each task (value 1) is assigned to an energy consumption of 1 (regular speed). If the processing time of a task is increased a 70%, the energy consumption is reduced a 20% (low speed). However, if the processing time of a task is reduced 30%, the energy consumption is increased 20% (high speed). Depending on the specific problem, this curve can vary, and therefore the proportion between processing time and energy consumption can significantly change. In this paper, the processing times are randomly selected by applying the expressions (6) and (7).
A feasible schedule is a complete assignment of starting times to tasks that satisfies the following constraints: (i) the tasks of each job are sequentially scheduled, (ii) each machine can process at most one task at any time, (iii) no preemption is allowed. The objective is finding a feasible schedule that minimizes the completion time of all the tasks and the energy used. 
Energy Efficiency
Nowadays manufacturing enterprisers are not only facing complex and diverse economic trends of shorter product life cycles, quick changing science and technology, increasing customer demand diversity, and production activities globalization, but also enormous and heavy environmental challenges of global climate change (e.g. greenhouse effect), rapid exhaustion of various non-renewable resources (e.g. gas, oil, coal), and decreasing biodiversity. Statistical data in 2009 shows the Germany industrial sector was responsible for approximately 47% of the total national electricity consumption, and the corresponding amount of CO2 emissions generated by this electricity summed up to 18%-20% (BMWi 2009). Thus, manufacturing companies are responsible for the environmental outcome and are forced to have manufacturing systems that demonstrate major potential to reduce environmental impacts (Duflou et al. 2012) . Recently, there has been growing interest in the development of energy savings due to a sequence of serious environmental impacts and rising energy costs. Research on minimizing the energy consumption of manufacturing systems has focused on three perspectives: the machine level, the product level, and the manufacturing system level. From the machine-level perspective, developing and designing more energy-efficient machines and equipment to reduce the power and energy demands of machine components is an important strategic target for manufacturing companies (Li et al. 2011 )(Neugebauer et al. 2011 . Unfortunately, previous studies show that the share of energy demand for removal of metal material compared to the share of energy needed to support various functions of manufacturing systems is quite small (less than 30%) of total energy consumption (Dahmus and Gutowski 2004) . From the product-level perspective, modeling embodied product energy framework based on a product design viewpoint for energy reduction approach is beneficial to support the improvements of product design and operational decisions (Seow and Rahimifard 2011) (Weinert, Chiotellis, and Seliger 2011) . It requires strong commercial simulation software to facilitate the analysis and evaluation of the em-bodied product energy. The results cannot be applied easily in most manufacturing companies, especially in small-and medium-size enterprises due to the enormous financial investments required. From the manufacturing system-level perspective, thanks to decision models that support energy savings, it is feasible to achieve a significant reduction in energy consumption in manufacturing applications. In the specialized literature about production scheduling, the key production objectives for production decision models, such as cost, time and quality have been widely discussed. However, decreasing energy consumption in manufacturing systems through production scheduling has been rather limited.
One of the most well-known research works is the work of Mouzon et al. (Mouzon, Yildirim, and Twomey 2007) , who developed several algorithms and a multiple-objective mathematical programming model to investigate the problem of scheduling jobs on a single CNC machine in order to reduce energy consumption and total completion time. They pointed out that there was a significant amount of energy savings when non-bottleneck machines were turned off until needed; the relevant share of savings in total energy consumption could add up to 80%. They also reported that the inter-arrivals would be forecasted and therefore more energy-efficient dispatching rules could be adopted for scheduling. In further research, Mouzon and Yildirim (Mouzon and Yildirim 2008) proposed a greedy randomized adaptive search algorithm to solve a multi-objective optimization schedule that minimized the total energy consumption and the total tardiness on a machine. Fang et al. (Fang et al. 2011 ) provided a new mixed-integer linear programming model for scheduling a classical flow shop that combined the peak total power consumption and the associated carbon footprint with the makespan. Yan et al. presented a multi-objective optimization approach based on weighted grey relational analysis and response surface methodology. Bruzzone et al. (Bruzzone et al. 2012 ) presented an energy-aware scheduling algorithm based on a mixed-integer programming formulation to realize energy savings for a given flexible flow shop that was required to keep fixed original job assignment and sequencing. Although the majority of the research on production scheduling has not considered energy-saving strategies completely, the efforts mentioned above provide a starting point for exploring an energy-aware schedule optimization from the viewpoint of energy consumption.
Modeling and Solving a JSMS as a Genetic Algorithm
The more natural way to solve a traditional Jop-Shop Scheduling Problem is to represent all variables and constraints related to jobs, tasks and machines (Garrido et al. 2000 ) (Huang and Liao 2008) in order to be solved by a sound and completed search technique. The traditional objectives are to obtain solutions that minimize the typical objective functions presented in the literature (makespan, tardiness, completion time, etc). It is well-known that this problem is NP-hard, so that optimal solutions can only be achieved for small instances. However, few techniques have been developed to minimize energy consumptions in these problems. Only in the last few years, some researchers have focused their attention in the machine level to solve the scheduling problem by minimizing the energy consumption . This requirement increases the complexity of the problem so it is not possible to obtain optimal solutions. This problem called job-shop scheduling problem with different speed machine (JSMS) must be solved by heuristic and metaheuristic techniques in order to obtain optimized solutions, mainly in large instances. To this end, in this paper we develop a genetic algorithm to solve the JSMS. In the evaluations section, it can be observed that powerful commercial techniques were not able to solve large instances in a reasonable time; meanwhile small instances are solved by both techniques with similar solution quality. In this section we propose a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the job-shop scheduling problem with machines at different speeds (JSMS). Genetic Algorithms (GA) are adaptive methods which may be used to solve optimization problems (Beasley, Martin, and Bull 1993) . They are based on the genetic process of biological organisms. Over many generations, natural populations evolve according to the principle of natural selection, i.e. survival of the fittest. At each generation, every new individual (chromosome) corresponds to a solution, that is, a schedule for the given JSMS instance. Before a GA can be run, a suitable encoding (or representation) of the problem must be devised. The essence of a GA is to encode a set of parameters (known as genes) and to join them together in order to form a string of values (chromosome). A fitness function is also required, which assigns a figure of merit to each encoded solution. The fitness of an individual depends on its chromosome and is evaluated by the fitness function. During the run, parents must be selected for reproduction and recombined to generate offspring. Parents are randomly selected from the population, using a scheme which favors fitter individuals. Having selected two parents (Procedure Select-Parents in Algorithm 1, their chromosomes are combined, typically by using crossover and mutation mechanisms to generate better offspring that means better solutions. The process is iterated until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Algorithm 1 shows the general steps of our GA. All functions will be explained in detail to understand the behavior of the algorithm.
Chromosome encoding and decoding
In genetic algorithms, a chromosome represents a solution in the search space. The first step in constructing the GA is to define an appropriate genetic representation (coding). A good representation is crucial because it significantly affects all the subsequent steps of the GA. Many representations for the JSP have been developed.
A chromosome is a permutation of the set of operations that represents a tentative ordering to schedule them, each one being represented by its job number. Figure 2 shows an example of a job shop schedule with 3 jobs, where job 1 has 2 tasks, and both jobs 2 and 3 have 3 tasks. Each number in the chromosome cell (3,2,1,3,1,2,2,3) represents the job of the task. The first number "3" represents the first task of the
(2) where w 1 , w 2 , ..., w k are weights of importance and f The definition of fitness function is just the reciprocal of the objective function value. The objective is to find a solution that minimizes the multi-objective makespan and energy consumption. Following NWAUF rules, our fitness function F (i) (3) is a convex combination between the normalized values of makespan and energy consumption of solution i. 
where λ ∈ [0, 1]. N ormM akespan (4) is the makespan divided by the maximum makespan value in a genetic algorithm execution when the λ value is equal to 0 (M axM akespan). M axM akespan values can be found in the benchmark section of our webpage 1 . N ormEnergy (5) is calculated by summing the energy used in the execution of all the tasks, divided the maximum energy (M axEnergy). M axEnergy is the sum of the energy needed to execute all tasks at top speed.
Once the λ parameter is set for the fitness function ((3), the initial population can be generated in a specific way. Thus, for λ = 0, the objective function is only focused to reduce the energy consumption (F = N ormEnergy), so the initial population can be randomly generated to order the tasks, but the corresponding speeds are fixing to the lowest value (see Figure 4a ). In the same way, if λ = 1, the objective function is only focused to reduce makespan (F = N ormM akespan), so the initial population can also be randomly generated to order the tasks, but the corresponding speeds are fixing to the highest value (see Figure  4b ). for λ ∈]0, 1[, the speed of each task can be appropriately generated.
Crossover operator
For chromosome mating, our GA uses a (Job, Energy)-based Order Crossover. Thus, given two parents, a set of pairs (job, energy) of a random job is selected from the first parent and copied in the same position to the offspring. Afterwards, the set of pairs (job, energy) of the remaining jobs are translated from the second parent to the offspring in the same order If the selected subset of jobs from the first parent just includes the job 3 (dark genes in Figure 5 ), the generated offspring is showed in Figure 6 . Hence, this technique maintains for a machine a subsequence of operations in the same order as they are in Parent 1 and the remaining ones in the same order as they appear in Parent 2. The crossover is applied in a dual way, so two parents generate two offspring (parent 1-parent 2) and (parent 2-parent 1). Parent couples are selected shuffling population and choosing each couple two by two, so all individual will be selected but only some couples will be crossed in accordance to crossover probability.
Mutation operator
The two offsprings generated with crossover operation can be also mutated in accordance to the mutation probability (Procedure Mutation in Algorithm 1). Two pair (task, energy) position of chromosome child are randomly chosen (position "a" and position "b"), where "a" must be lower than "b". Pairs between "a" and "b" are shuffled randomly, also in each gene machine speed values are randomly changed. In this step, the speeds of the machines in tasks are also randomly modified.
Finally, tournament replacement among every couple of parents and their offspring is done to obtain the next generation (Procedure Update-Population in Algorithm 1).
Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the behavior of our GA against a successful and well-known commercial solver IBM ILOG CPLEX CP Optimizer tool 12.5 (CP optimizer) (IBM 2012) . It is a commercial solver embedding powerful constraint propagation techniques and a self-adapting large neighborhood search method dedicated to scheduling (Laborie 2009 ). This solver is expected to be very efficient for a variety of scheduling problems as it is pointed in (IBM 2007) , in particular when the cumulative demand for resources exceeds their availability as it happens.
These algorithms have been evaluated with extended benchmarks of the typical job-shop scheduling problem. The extension has been focused on assigning different speeds and durations to each task (as we pointed out in section 3). The extension with machines working at different speeds have been implemented considering that each task is executed by a machine and it has different optional modes where each represents the duration of the task and an associated energy consumption .
To this end, we extend the benchmarks proposed in (Agnetis et al. 2011) and (Watson et al. 1999) because to the best of our knowledge there not exist benchmarks for jobshop scheduling problems that incorporate different speeds and energy consumptions. All instances are characterized by the number of jobs (j), the number of machines (m), the maximum number of tasks by job (v max ) and the range of processing times (p). In Agnetis instances, j is set to 3 and these can be represented as m v max p, and the number of operators was not considered in this study, so we fixed it to the number of machines.
The authors consider two types of instances: small and large Agnetis instances:
• j = 3; m = 3, 5, 7; v max = 5, 7, 10; p = [1, 10], [1, 50] For each type of instance we work with 10 instances so the results presented in this section are always the averages value. We have modeled the instances to be solved by the CP Optimizer. We have also extended the original instances to add three different energy consumptions (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) to each task according to three processing times (pt 1 , pt 2 , pt 3 ), where pt 1 is equal to the value of processing time in the original instances. pt 2 and pt 3 were calculated following the expressions (6) and (7), respectively . These instances can be found in the web page 2 .
pt2=Max(maxdur * 0.1+pt1,Rand(1.25 * pt1,2.25 * pt1)) (6) pt3=Max(maxdur * 0.1+pt2,Rand(1.25 * pt2,2.25 * pt2))
The value maxdur represents the maximum duration of a task for the corresponding instance and the expression rand represents a random value between both expressions. Similar expressions were developed to calculate the energy consumption represented in expressions (8, 9, 10).
e1=Rand(pt1,3 * pt1)) (8) e2=Max(1,Min(e1−maxdur * 0.1,Rand(0.25 * e1,0.75 * e1)) (9) e3=Max(1,Min(e2−maxdur * 0.1,Rand(0.25 * e2,0.75 * e2)) (10) Following these expressions the processing times of pt 1 , pt 2 , pt 3 increase as the energy consumption e 1 , e 2 , e 3 decrease (see section 3). For example, give an instance with 5 tasks per job, three triplets are represented for each task: the id of the task, the energy used and the processing time (< id, e, pt >):
< id, e 3 , pt 3 >, < id, e 2 , pt 2 >, < id, e 1 , pt 1 > < 1, 14, 14 >, < 1, 16, 10 >, < 1, 19, 7 >, ... < 15, 3, 6 >, < 15, 5, 4 >, < 15, 6, 3 >,
Comparative study between CP Optimizer and GA
CP and GA techniques try to minimize the multiobjective makespan and energy consumption. The weight of each objective can be changed by λ parameter, following the expression (3). To compare both techniques, they have been executed in a Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9550, 2.83GHz and 4Gb Ram computer with Ubuntu 12.04 Operating system. The small Agnetis instances were executed during 5 seconds and the large Agnetis and Watson instances had a 100 seconds time-out. The next tables present the most important parameter to be analyzed: λ ∈ [0, 1] that represents the weight given to makespan and energy consumption, MK is the makespan, En is the energy consumption, and F is the fitness function. The objective is to obtain the lowest value of F. Table 1 shows the results for two small Agnetis instances, the smallest (3 5 10) and the largest (7 10 100) of this group. The results for the instances 3 5 10 show that the F value was equal or almost equal in both CP Optimizer and GA. Furthermore, there were small differences in all λ values for instance 7 10 100. These results show that both algorithms maintained the same behavior for small instances (the difference is in the fourth decimal).
In large Agnetis instances, the results were also similar for all the instances. Table 2 shows the results for the instances 3 25 100 as an example. The difference of F value between CP Optimizer and GA was almost in the third decimal is most cases. It must be taken into account that for λ = 0.6 or λ = 0.6, the F value of our GA was lower than in CP Optimizer. This is due to the fact that the initial population, for λ ≈ 1 is composed of high value of speed (3). Table 3 shows the F values for Watson instances. In Agnetis instances, the maximum number of operations is 90 in 2 http://gps.webs.upv.es/jobshop/ instances 3 30 p. However, in Watson instances, the number of operations is ranged between 1000 (j=50 and v max =20) and 4000 operations (j=200 and v max =20). Therefore Watson instances are much larger than Agnetis instances. It can be observed that both algorithms were able to solve all instances with 50 and 100 jobs. The results for these instances were better for CP Optimizer for λ values lower than 0.6, meanwhile or GA had better results for λ ∈ [0.6, 0.9[. Figure 7 shows the average F value of 50 and 100 jobs for Watson instances. It can be observed that although both algorithms have similar behavior, GA is most focused on minimizing makespan (highest value for λ = 0.4) meanwhile CP Optimizer is most focused on minimizing energy consumption (highest value for λ = 0.6).
However for instances of 200 jobs, CP Optimizer was unable to solve almost all instances ranged for λ ∈]0, 1[. This means CP Optimizer is not able to solve large-scale instances in a reasonable time so metaheuristic techniques are needed to obtain optimized solutions in a given time. 
Conclusions and Further Works
Many real life problems can be modeled as a job-shop scheduling problem in which machines can consume different amounts of energy to process tasks at different rates. It represents an extension of the classical job-shop scheduling problem, where each operation has to be executed by one machine and this machine has the possibility to work at different speeds. In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm to model and solve this problem. The inclusion of energy consumption in the chromosome gives us the opportunity to guide the search toward an optimized solution in an efficient way. A comparative study was carried out to analyze the behavior of our genetic algorithm against a well-known solver: IBM ILOG CPLEX CP Optimizer. The evaluation shows that our Genetic Algorithm had a similar behavior than CP Optimizer for small instances. However, for large instances, CP Optimizer was unable to solve them in the given time meanwhile our GA could solve all instances with the same optimality degree. Thus, our technique can be useful to be applied in large scale scheduling problems.
As conclusion, different solutions can be achieved to this problem, so given a makespan threshold, a solution that minimize energy consumption can be obtained and viceversa, given a energy consumption threshold, a solution that minimize makespan can be obtained. This represents an interesting trade-off for researchers in the area.
In further works, we will add a local search technique to improve the obtained solutions. This technique can be added inside the GA and also as a postprocess by increasing the speed of the latest tasks responsible of the makespan value. Furthermore, we will analyze the robustness of the obtained schedules due to the fact that energy-aware solutions are considered more robust that makespan-optimized solutions .
